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The Prism Heart of Christ 

  

Prism: “a form, a solid(usually glass) whose bases or ends are any similar, equal, 

and parallel plane figures, and whose sides are parallelograms; a transparent figure of this 

nature, usually with triangular ends. The seven colors, red, orange, green, blue 

indigo, violet, into which a ray of light is separated by a prism.” Webster’s Dictionary. 

(This is why I like these Rainbow colors in my text when I can) 

A word study on ‘Light’ would benefit you here personally. Or “seven” if you are 

brave. Look up all the references listed in your study Bible reference or Concordance 

section. You can do this! The Holy Spirit will give you Light as you go and you will be 

thrilled He is teaching you personally. 

Seven is a complete number in Scripture. There are many ‘sevens.’ Seven Dispensations, seven colors 

of the Rainbow( the covenant reminder from God that He would never again flood the earth- we are washed 

with the Word of God now- not drowned), seven main Baptisms of the fullness of the Holy Spirit, seven 

main Gifting areas, seven Seals opened by Christ, seven Feasts, seven main church sins to overcome In 

Christ, with seven rewards…Anyways, the lazar SonLight of Christ the Living Light of Life, Jn.8:12, in this 

concept, infuses into your heart and is refracted, or broken with humility and Love, exchanged and filled 

with His Fullness of the GodHead Bodily, and then the Beautiful, sevenfold, colored SonLight streams 

outward from your prism heart of Christ and The Completed Work of His Cross, releasing His 

illumination around the world to all who will humbly receive. Will you? 

Like the Rainbow cannot be stolen by gay groups to signify false acceptance and assuage their lower 

carnal ways, this prism heart concept is not New Age. They cannot have the concepts that are originating 

from the Kingdom of God and make it fit their still-in-the-dark mindset. 

The Rainbow is ours! All of His Promises are Ours!  The Prism Heart of Christ is ours! All Good 

Things of His Prism Heart is ours! 

Yield your heart and  Receive! Miracles of the Heart. 

 


